FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SESSION AND SPEAKER PROPOSALS FOR THE 30TH ANNUAL NAMIC
CONFERENCE DUE BY JULY 8TH
NEW YORK, NY – June 27, 2016 -- NAMIC (National Association for Multi-ethnicity
in Communications) has issued its call for session and speaker proposals for the 30th
Annual NAMIC Conference held as part of the cable industry's Diversity Week.
Scheduled for September 20-21, 2016 at the New York Marriott Marquis in New York
City, the theme for this year's conference is Diversity 3.0—Innovation through
Inclusion.
"Central to Diversity week, the NAMIC Conference provides a forum for the industry to
gather, reflect and renew its focus on advancing our shared goal of greater inclusion,
said Sandra Girado, vice president, Events and Partner Relations, NAMIC. "We are
working diligently to produce a program that is informative, thought-provoking and as
business models evolve, addresses topics related to the industry's changing landscape
as business models evolve. NAMIC welcomes proposals and ideas from all thoughtleaders, subject-matter experts, trailblazers and professionals at the forefront of
business, leadership and content."
A comprehensive educational forum addressing diversity as a strategic business
imperative, the conference attracts approximately 600 professionals from all levels of the
communications industry. Proposed sessions and speakers for the NAMIC Conference
will be considered for three learning tracks: Business Solutions, Leading & Learning, and
Content & Imagery. Visit namic.com for more information on the 30th Annual NAMIC
Conference and to access the Session and Speaker proposal forms or contact NAMIC
National at 212-594-5985.
###
ABOUT NAMIC
NAMIC (National Association for Multi-ethnicity in Communications) is the premier
organization focusing on multi-ethnic diversity in the communications industry. Founded
in 1980 as a non-profit trade association, today NAMIC comprises 2,800 professionals
belonging to a network of 16 chapters nationwide. Through initiatives that focus on
education, advocacy and empowerment, NAMIC champions equity and inclusion in the
workforce, with special attention given to ensuring that the leadership cadres of our
nation's communications industry giants reflect the multi-ethnic richness of the
populations they serve. Comcast | NBCUniversal, Time Warner Cable and Turner
Broadcasting System, Inc. are NAMIC's Platinum Annual Corporate Sponsors. For more
information, please visit www.namic.com and stay connected to NAMIC on Facebook,
LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube.
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